O ne of the methods used for cancer treatment, especially brain tumors (glioblastomas) and skin cancer (melanomas), is neutron capture therapy (NCT). The physical principle of NCT is based on the nuclear reaction occuring when a stable isotope is irradiated with thermal neutrons to yield highly energetic particles [1] . The 10 B isotope is the most suitable agent in NCT as it possesses high cross-section for thermal neutron capture (3838 barns) and also is not toxic. Following the neutron capture, the excited boron-11 ( 11 B*) is produced, which decays into high linear energy transfer (LET) alpha particles and lithium nucleus. These high energy particles have short path lengths in biologi- 
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cal tissue (5-9 μm) which confine the radiation damage to the cell containing the 10 B nuclide. Clinical application of boron neutron capture therapy (BNCT) includes the treatment of brain tumors, melanoma, head and neck cancer, colorectal cancer and liver cancer [2, 3] .
Various sources can be used as a neutron source in neutron capture therapy such as reactors, accelerator-based and 252 Cf sources. Most reactors are far from hospitals and their use for clinical NCT is difficult; thus, other neutron sources, such as accelerator-based and 252 Cf, have been suggested for NCT [4] . There are some studies that 252 Cf was applied as a neutron source for use in NCT [5, 6] .
In neutron interaction with matter, reduction of neutron energy to the thermal energy range due to multiple scatterings and thus increasing the probability of thermal neutron capture by 10 B cause dose enhancement in tumor loaded with 10 B in BNCT [7, 8] . The amount of average dose enhancement in tumor may vary owing to influence of various factors. The purpose of this study is to evaluate dose enhancement in tumor loaded with 10 B under influence of various factors and investigate the dependence of this enhancement on neutron energy spectra in BNCT.
Herein, the use of 252 Cf as a neutron source and calculations of dose enhancement in tumor loaded with 10 B were made for various concentrations of 10 B, phantom with different sizes and for different locations of tumor in phantom, through Monte Carlo simulation. Moreover, the neutron spectra of 252 Cf source were examined as a function of 10 B concentration, phantom diameter and the radial distance of tumor from the source to investigate the dependence of dose enhancement in tumor under influence of these factors on neutron spectra changes.
Material and Methods
The simulated source geometry
In this simulation study, a 252 Cf applicator tube (AT) source was used as a neutron source [9] . The source was composed of a cylindrical active core, primary and secondary capsules. The cylindrical active core was made of californium oxide, Cf 2 O 3 , with 12 g/cm 3 density. The radius and length of the active core was 0.615 and 15 mm, respectively. This active cylinder was located in a primary capsule of Pt/Ir-10% mass, with the inner and outer diameters of 1.35 and 1.75 mm, and the inner and outer lengths of 15.50 and 17.78 mm, respectively. The secondary capsule had the inner and outer diameters of 1.80 and 2.80 mm, and inner and outer lengths of 17.82 and 23.14 mm, respectively. The ends of the primary and secondary capsules were welded and rounded. In addition, a bodkin eyelet with 0.635 mm diameter was also embedded in the secondary capsule of the source. Figure 1 shows a general description of the 252 Cf AT source simulated in this study. 
Dose enhancement calculations
The 252 Cf AT source was positioned at the center of a spherical phantom filled with water of 0.998 g/cm 3 density. A volume with the dimensions of 2 cm × 2 cm × 2 cm along the transverse axis from the source center was assumed as a tumor.
For the evaluation of dose enhancement in tumor loaded with 10 B, the concept of dose enhancement factor (DEF), which is defined as the ratio of the total dose in a voxel containing Boron Neutron Capture Therapy, Dose Enhancement 10 B, to the total dose in the same voxel without the presence of 10 B was used. The 10 B was assumed to be uniformly distributed throughout the tumor volume mixing the water. The total dose is the sum of dose contributions from the neutrons and gamma-rays emitted from the source, induced gamma rays as a result of capture of thermal neutrons by hydrogen and boron due to the capture of thermal neutrons by 10 B, 10 B(n, α), 7 Li. To evaluate dose enhancement at various points inside the tumor volume loaded with 10 B and determine the impact of various concentrations of 10 B on dose enhancement, at first, the total dose inside various voxels of the tumor (along the transverse axis of the source), was calculated before and after the tumor, in the case that 10 B did not exist in the tumor. Then this process was performed for the same tumor, but loaded with 100-500 ppm 10 B and the corresponding values of DEF in the voxels were calculated. The tumor was positioned at a distance of 1 cm from the source center and the diameter of the phantom was 30 cm.
In addition to the 10 B concentration, the average in-tumor dose enhancement factor, which is the average of the values of dose enhancement factors in tumor (along the transverse axis from the source center) was calculated in separate simulations to evaluate the impact of phantom size and tumor location on dose enhancement. Firstly, the average DEF was calculated in tumor loaded with 100 ppm 10 B, which was located at a distance of 1 cm from the source center in phantom of varying diameters ranging from 10 to 50 cm. Secondly, the average DEF was calculated for tumor, which was located at different distances, including 1, 3, 5, 7 and 9 cm along the transverse axis from the source center. In this case, the tumor was loaded with 100 ppm 10 B and the diameter of the phantom was 30 cm. Then, the 252 Cf neutron spectra of at each 10 B concentration, phantom diameter and the radial distance of the tumor from the source were calculated, separately.
Monte Carlo simulation
In the present study, MCNPX code (version 2.6.0) [10] was used to calculate dose. The neutron dose was calculated using the fluence-to-kerma conversion factors for water [11] . The energy deposited by both the source and induced gamma rays was obtained using the *F8 tally. The *F8 tally output (MeV) in each tally cell was divided by the mass of that cell to convert the energy deposited into dose (MeV/g). The boron dose was estimated using the calculation of kerma factors for 10 B [12] . The dose rate was determined in a cylindrical annulus with 0.2 cm thickness and 0.2 cm depth positioned in the tumor, before and after it along the transverse axis from the source center; in addition, the neutron energy spectrum of the 252 Cf source was modeled as a watt fission spectrum. The photon spectrum of the 252 Cf source was obtained from Stoddard and Hootman [13] . A number of 10 8 and 10 9 neutrons and photons, respectively, were run in each input file. Energy cut off for electrons and photons in all input files was set as 10 keV. The solid state S(α, β) neutron scattering library (lwtr.01t) was used in order to improve the accuracy of low energy neutron transport calculations. The relative error of calculations was lower than 2%.
Results
To validate the Monte Carlo simulation, the total dose computed in this study was compared with the experimental and simulated values, which were published in the literature. Figure 2 shows a comparison between our simulated total dose rates with the experimental measurements of Colvett et al., [14] and the simulated calculations of Krishnaswamy [15] . There is a good agreement between the values with small discrepancies at short distances to the source. These discrepancies are attributed to the different modeled neutron and photon energy spectra of the 252 Cf source in the simulations or the spatial precision and sensitivity of measurement devices to rapid change of ra-
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After validation, the validated computer code was applied for calculation of total dose and neutron energy spectra. Figures 3a, b and c shows the total dose rates calculated at various points inside the tumor volume for various concentrations of 10 B, different phantom sizes and different distances of the tumor from the source. This figure indicates that the values of total dose rose with increasing 10 B concentration and phantom diameter, but reduced with increasing tumor distance from the source. The differences between dose enhancement rates by increasing the amounts of various factors, especially 10 B concentration or phantom diameter are not evident in the graph. The dose enhancement factor in tumor loaded with 10 B was calculated under the influence of various factors in order to highlight any discrepancy between dose enhancements in tumor under influence of these factors. Figure 4 shows the changes of dose enhancement factors at various points inside tumor volume loaded with 100-500 ppm 10 B, before and after tumor. As is seen, the value of DEF increased gradually in tumor volume with increasing distance inside the tumor and reached its highest value at the end of the tumor. The values of average DEF also rose with increasing concentration of 10 B. The values of average DEF were estimated 1.10, 1.25 and 1.37 for concentrations of 100, 300 and 500 ppm 10 B, respectively. In all cases, the existence of 10 B inside the tumor has not changed the values of DEF noticeably at distances before the tumor region, but the values of DEF decreased slightly at distances after tumor because of the 10 B shielding effect.
Figures 5a and b shows how dose enhancement in tumor depends on the size of phantom and tumor location. It is seen that the values of average DEF rise with increasing phantom diameter and tumor distance from the source. It is also visible that the values of average DEF do not rise linearly with increasing phantom The average DEF increased 4.73% from 1.045 to 1.097 for phantoms of 10 and 20 cm diameter, respectively, with a 5.43% increase from 1.045 to 1.105 for phantoms of 10 and 30 cm diameter, respectively. Increasing the thickness of scattering material has increased the value of average DEF. The increment of average DEF is up to the diameter of 30 cm and after that, the average DEF becomes uniform as is seen in Figure 6a . The enhancement rate of average DEF is 16.17% from 1.30 to 1.51 for tumors located at distances of 3 and 5 cm from the source, respectively, while it is 7.76% from 1.51 to 1.63 for tumors located at distances of 5 and 7 cm from the source, respectively. Therefore, the enhancement proportion of average DEF is higher at shorter distances of the tumor from the source.
Figures 6a, b and c illustrate the changes of 252 Cf neutron energy spectra calculated for various 10 B concentrations, different phantom sizes and different distances of the tumor from the source. It is visible that in all cases that there is a significant change in the thermal neutron flux under influence of these factors. The fast neutron flux has just changed with increasing tumor distance from the source.
The amounts of both the thermal neutron flux and the thermal to fast neutron flux ratio for different concentrations of 10 B, phantom diameter and tumor location are presented in Table 1 . We noticed that the thermal neutron flux has not changed equally with increasing the same concentrations of 10 B, a variety of phantom diameters and different distances of tumor from the source.
diameters of phantom, and also the thermal to fast neutron flux ratio with increasing equal distances of tumor from the source. Figure 4 indicates that the presence of 10 B inside tumor volume causes the amount dose enhancement in tumor to rise with increasing radial distance inside tumor volume and concentration of 10 B. Indeed, in boron neutron capture therapy, various points inside tumor volume loaded with 10 B will experience different dose enhancements despite the uniform distribution of 10 B throughout tumor volume. With increasing 10 B concentration or in other words, with increasing the number of atoms contributing to the thermal neutron capture reactions, the thermal neutron flux will decrease as is seen in Figure 6a . Therefore, with increasing 10 B concentration and subsequently increasing the number BNC reactions resulting in the increase of the BNC dose rate, the values of average DEF will increase.
Discussion
With increasing the phantom diameter, in other words, with increasing the thickness of scattering material, the thermal neutron flux increases, as is seen in Figure 6b . Therefore, with increasing phantom diameter, and as a result, increasing the probability of 10 B thermal neutron capture reactions and subsequently increasing the BNC dose rate, the values of average DEF increased in Figure 5a . Because of non-identical increment of thermal neutron flux with increasing the phantom diameter that is apparent from Figure 6b and Table 1 , the enhancement proportion of average DEF decreased with increasing phantom diameter.
With increasing tumor distance from the source and decreasing the fast neutron energy due to multiple scatterings, the ratio of thermal to fast neutrons increases (Figure 6c ) which results in an increase of the values of average DEF with increasing tumor distance from the source, as is seen in Figure 5b . According to Table 1 data, since the difference between the amounts of thermal to fast neutron flux ratio is more at shorter distances of tumor to the source, the enhancement proportion of average DEF is higher at these distances.
Conclusion
In this study, MCNPX code was applied to evaluate the impact of 10 B concentration, phantom size and tumor location on dose enhancement in tumor loaded with 10 B and investigate the dependence of this dose enhancement on neutron spectra changes in boron neutron capture therapy. Obtained results showed that the presence of 10 B inside tumor volume in boron neutron capture therapy causes dose the amount of enhancement in tumor to be variable at various points of tumor despite uniform distribution of 10 B throughout tumor volume. The average dose enhancement in tumor loaded with 10 B rises with increasing 10 B concentration, phantom diameter (˂ 30 cm) and tumor distance from the source. This increment is not equal with increasing same amounts of these factors. It resulted from the non-identical changes of both the thermal neutron flux with increasing same number of 10 B atoms and same thickness of scattering material, and the thermal to fast neutron flux ratio with increasing equal distances of tumor from the source.
